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ABSTRACT A smart city ensures quality maintenance in diverse sectors, namely citizen safety, security, healthcare, transportation, and energy. Besides, data privacy and security have become an uprising concern for Electronic Health Records (EHR) in smart cities. This is because the EHR platforms are constantly getting cyber threats from cybercriminals. On the other hand, health insurance companies offer certain specific policies that require the association of patients’ financial data with EHRs. Thus, additional security concern arises as fraudulent entities can alter these insurance policies. An extra challenge is triggered as patients need to validate their identities separately while communicating with different smart healthcare entities. This is because these healthcare facilities and insurance companies ought to ensure authenticity before offering any service for an individual. Hence, we have implemented a blockchain framework to safeguard patients’ personal information and insurance policy. In this paper, we propose a solution for the healthcare system that provides data privacy and transparency. Furthermore, in the proposed system, insurance policies are incorporated in blockchain via the Ethereum platform and data privacy is shielded with cryptographic tools.

INDEX TERMS Healthcare data, privacy, smart city, transparency, insurance policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve the efficiency of fitness, travel, resources, education, and public infrastructure, smart cities use numerous innovations, resulting in a upper level of comfort for their citizens [7]. The main focus of developing a smart city is to improve the quality of life of its citizens. The components of a smart city are categorized as electronic health monitoring systems, electronic health care, automated traffic management system, intelligent transport, etc. Among them, to achieve the goals of a smart city, smart healthcare plays an important role. The key starting point is likely to have EHR [29] to build smart healthcare. EHR is a collection of a patients’ health history in a digital format. The medical history includes diagnostic reports, treatment plans, radiology images, medications, laboratory, test results, insurance policy etc. The doctor has the information of the patients visiting him/her. Doctors require the patient sign a document confirming their understanding of their privacy policy, but they are not concerned about maintaining these data [8]. However, EHR solved the issue as its a digital format of patients’ medical history. In recent years, cyber attackers are becoming interested in EHR. EHR, patients’ personal informations, and social security numbers are highly valuable, and cyber attackers sell these to counterfeiter on the open market for profit [21]. We have heard of many well-known violations in which patient data has been stolen or lost [9], [23], [30]. Therefore, data privacy and security issues of the EHR system and personal health data are gaining attention day by day in smart cities.
In healthcare, data is being generated speedily as users are getting interested in smart healthcare for their better living in a smart city. For future analysis or forecast, these personal healthcare data (e.g., diagnostic reports, test lists, prescriptions, etc.) are becoming important to researchers day by day as these healthcare data can be used in different ways [41]. These healthcare data are something eavesdroppers or intruders look for. Failure to preserve these healthcare data can have serious financial and legal ramifications, and healthcare of smart cities can be affected. Therefore, the challenge is to preserve or store these healthcare data securely for future analysis or forecast and user access. Citizens of a smart city have to pay annually a considerable amount of money to health insurance companies for various forms of insurances, such as medical, dental, and vision [40]. However, if the insurance policies are not transparent to and accessible by the patients, fraud activities can be happened by taking the chances and altering the insurance policies to its advantage.

Integrating blockchain with cloud computing, researchers are working to secure patients’ health data. In recent years, the convenience of cloud computing has been getting the importance to the healthcare domain [1]. Cloud computing has shown tremendous potential for enhancing communication between various healthcare entities and meeting common requirements, such as agility, cost efficiency and availability [39]. Patients can preserve their healthcare data (e.g., diagnostic reports, test lists prescriptions, etc.), and even they can share their healthcare data with others (e.g., doctors, researchers, stakeholders, third parties, etc.) with the help of cloud computing [14]. To ensure security in the patients’ healthcare data, researchers have proposed several solutions. However, in the previous works, there is no such mechanism to provide transparency in the insurance policy while keeping patients’ healthcare data secure. Figure 1 shows the general interaction between a patient, hospital, and insurance company. In recent days, transparency in insurance policy is a very concerning problem, as there is still chances for fraud activities. Even users do not know where their policy data are stored. Therefore, patients are losing their trust in the insurance companies [22]. Reliable insurance companies, on the other hand, are struggling to proof themselves to their patients to gain their trusts. To cover the patient’s financial costs, insurance company has to know patients’ medical test history. Sometimes insurance company fails to know the actual test history for which any claim can be rejected by the insurance company [18]. Nevertheless, there is no single platform where citizens of a smart city can preserve their diagnostic reports, while keeping their insurance policies transparent.

Figure 2 depicts our platform’s basic working module which ensures patients’ insurance policies transparent to them. Besides, patients can store their healthcare data (e.g., diagnostic reports, test lists prescriptions, etc.) in an encrypted form into cloud. As a result, our platform ensures the privacy of patients’ personal health data.

**Our Contribution:** In this paper, we are presenting a platform incorporating blockchain which attempts to cover most concerning issue of smart cities. The main concept of our work is to keep patients’ insurance policy transparent to them. Through the blockchain, our system ensures transparent policy management for EHR in smart cities, and at the same the user can easily store their healthcare data (e.g., diagnostic reports, prescriptions, etc) into the cloud. As the test history of a patient is shared with the insurance company through our platform, insurance company can ensure about the claims for coverage.

**Paper Organization:** The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Related work is described in Section II, preliminaries is discussed in Section III. Section IV explains our proposed platform. We describe the protocol construction in Section V. The security analysis of our platform has been briefed in Section VI. In section VII, we evaluate the proposed platform. Section VIII explains property comparison between proposed platform and other related platforms. Lastly, conclusion is included in Section IX.

**II. RELATED WORK**

To guarantee security with the help of blockchain technology in today’s IoT based smart healthcare system, security research communities are developing and making a solution efficient. As blockchain has decentralized characteristic, immutability, and cryptographic security, researchers are trying to guarantee safety in EHR with the advantage
of blockchain. While there are still ways of enhancing the techniques and developing a platform in the EHR platforms to guarantee various safety factors (e.g., insurance policy).

Makhdoom et al. [25] addressed the security of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices in a smart city. They proposed a blockchain-based advanced framework named PrivySharing for handling the privacy and security of IoT data in a smart city area. The proposed system assures that critical user healthcare data is protected and safely stored. They added a reward system called PrivyCoin for data owners sharing their healthcare data with the third parties on the need basis. Moreover, the rules to determine the third parties with whom user wants to share the data through smart contracts depends on users.

A framework named SpeedyChain for a smart city environment is presented in [26]. Their proposed framework is for sharing user data based on blockchain technology. They came up with real-time applications solution to minimize the Transaction (TX) settlement time. In addition, they focused the privacy of its user.

In [33], authors presented a combined network architecture focused on Software Defined Networking (SDN) and blockchain for a smart city. Smart city issues such as high TX latency, security and privacy, bandwidth bottlenecks, and specifications needed for high computing resources have been addressed by the architecture they presented in their paper. They divided their architecture into two categories: the core network and the edge network in order to achieve competency and solve the existing limitations.

Several platforms have been proposed in [3]–[5], [10], [11], [15], [16], [28], [31], to address the privacy and security issues of the healthcare system in a smart city. To handle health issues such as blood pressure (BP), hemoglobin (HB), blood sugar, and abnormal cellular growth, they have proposed an efficient health monitoring system. In their experiments, several researchers have proposed the Body Sensor Network (BSN), and proposed a secured healthcare system, focusing on the various types of technology used for the healthcare system in a smart city. Different strategies have been proposed to interact with various types of needs of patients, suppliers, and third parties in the healthcare system. Dagher et al. [15] addressed a blockchain-based solution to focus on ownership and control the EHR of the patients. The proposed platform named Ancile utilized six types of smart contracts for operation such as Classification, Service History, Ownership, Consensus, Permissions, and Re-encryption.

The study conducted in [24] presented an approach to give patients access control to their medical data. They proposed two ethereum smart contracts ensuring the security, immutability, traceability, and transparency. They mentioned seven types of entities: Regulatory Agency, Hospital, Patient, Doctor, Trusted Re-encryption Oracles, Decentralized Database Storage, Insurance for their proposed solution. The key focus of their work was to ensure decentralized access control over patients’ medical records interacting with different entities. They used interplanetary file systems (IPFS) as decentralized database storage and trusted oracles to perform operations related to patients’ medical records.

Authors of [37] introduced a conceptual framework named Smart Medical System (SMS) that provides privacy-preserved data collection, storing, and processing for a smart city healthcare system. They used the concept of blockchain technology to protect the medical and personal data from frauds, which are generated continuously from IoT devices and sensors. They connected several hospital organizations to facilitate personal health data sharing incorporating blockchain technology. The proposed architecture ensures real-time monitoring of a patient’s health condition and notifies the health status to doctors and healthcare providers.

Chakraborty et al. [13] discussed about the security of healthcare data and the maintenance of trust between the citizens and stakeholders of a smart city. In order to share and collaborate healthcare data securely integrating blockchain technology with machine learning, they proposed a solution that communicates with various entities (patient, doctor, healthcare providers, and health insurance companies).

The advantages of blockchain technology to assist the modification of patient data exchange was discussed in [17]. The authors claimed to provide the transparency, the blockchain technology can be used between various third parties over the state of shared data and related transactions. They used permission-based blockchain to share the individual healthcare data of the user, minimizing the cost of authentication of transactions and data integrity compared to conventional systems.

Some of the related studies have been mentioned above. The above-mentioned healthcare data management systems have only attempted to address health data security and privacy issues. However, transparency issue of insurance policy are missing on those studies which is a very concerning issue. Therefore, we are proposing a platform addressing both the issues for EHR platform. The rest of the paper will describe our platform in detail.

A. BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM

Blockchain is a modern concept to store data and this data stored in blocks. Blockchain is quite innovative because it helps us to keep track of almost everything we can think of (property rights, identities, money balances, health records) while reducing the risk of data tampering. References [19]. Blockchain networks are classified into public blockchain, private blockchain, and consortium blockchain based on user access restrictions. There are various advantages of blockchain:

1) Decentralized: None of the individuals or organizations play as an intermediary role in the transactions. Each connection in the blockchain network has an identical copy of the ledger.

2) Immutability: After a transaction has added to the ledger, no one can alter it with a transaction.
3) Transparency: Blockchain is basically a transparency machine in which any one can access the network and therefore view all of the records on it. Therefore, several platforms [6], [12], [36] are using blockchain as a backbone in their works. We are also using blockchain in our platform to store our user’s personal data and insurance policy. Figure 4 shows the structural view of blocks in blockchain. In the figure, each block contains timestamp, previous block hash, current block hash and block data. Each block is chained with its previous block as it contains the hash of previous block in itself. Satoshi Nakamoto developed the first blockchain Nakamoto and Bitcoin [27]. The success of blockchain is due to its decentralised characteristics in storing transactions without any third parties [34]. These transactions are stored on the blockchain with the help of smart contract [4]. Smart contract is a contract of rules that regulates transactions, and it is preserved on the blockchain and executed as part of the transaction. To validate transactions on a blockchain, Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) are used as key methods [10].

B. SMART CONTRACT

In 1994, Szabo [35] first proposed smart contracts as a digital transaction that carry out the terms of a contract. Smart
contract is considered as a self-executing contract that can be used to execute any task through a blockchain network. Smart contracts remove the need for a central authority or an external regulatory mechanism to carry out trustworthy transactions and agreements between disparate, anonymous parties. In smart contract, all the terms and conditions of an agreement are written into code. When users go through any transaction, this code is executed [32]. Programmers write this code using Solidity programming language to implement the smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain platform. After writing the code, programmers use the EVM(Ethereum virtual machine) bytecode to compile the contract. EVM bytecode is a low-level programming language generated by compiling a high-level programming language like Solidity. Once compiled, it will be executed and deployed on the ethereum blockchain [38].

C. ETHEREUM

Ethereum is a public blockchain-based computing platform that allows programmers to develop decentralized applications through smart contracts [24]. Ethereum and bitcoin are close in that they are both decentralized permissionless blockchain networks [2]. However, there exist few differences according to their purpose and capacities. To use the ethereum network, users need to pay a fee. The amount of fees that must be charged to the network in order to execute a smart contract is measured using Gas. Gas costs are expressed in gwei, which are small fractions of ether. On the ethereum blockchain, Ether or ETH is used as its own cryptocurrency. Moreover, there are two type of accounts available on ethereum: an externally owned account (EOA) and a contract account (CA). These two types account are identified by 20-bytes addresses. An EOA can initiate any change regarding the state of the Ethereum blockchain. To interact with the code of any given CA, a transaction from an EOA is has to be initiated with the input parameters required for the CA code execution.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this, we first briefly discussed each properties (e.g., privacy, security and integrity) that our protocol achieved. After that, we introduced the cryptographic tools of our protocol. The notations used in this paper are listed in table 1.

A. PROPERTIES

1) SECURITY AND PRIVACY

This system’s key points are integrity, stability, and privacy. Key points of security and privacy are briefly described below:

1) Integrity: Only authenticated users are able to store their personal health data to our platform.

2) Privacy: Verification Unit of our platform will guarantee the privacy of users, and Encryption Unit will provide the privacy too.

3) Security: User will store their healthcare data as encrypted form in the system which assures secured environment for them.

B. CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS

In this section, we discuss about Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [20] encryption scheme. We used ECC as the cryptographic tool to ensure proper cryptographic functionality of our platform. Definition of ECC is given below.

Definition 1: Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public key encryption algorithm. It uses trapdoor function for encryption. Trapdoor means if we compute Y from X then it is impossible to generate X from Y.

\[ X \xrightarrow{\text{trapdoor}} Y \quad (1) \]
\[ X \leftrightarrow Y \quad (2) \]

ECC is focused on elliptic curve concept which is used to generate smaller, faster and more efficient cryptographic keys. An elliptical curve can be simply created as a set of points defined by the following equation:

\[ y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \quad (3) \]

Here, the values of a and b will determine the shape of the curve. These curves are used over finite fields to generate a secret that only the private key holder is able to unlock. The larger the key size, the larger the curve, and the harder the problem is to solve.

1) ENCRYPTION SCHEME

Let, \( E_p(a,b) \) be the elliptic curve with parameters a, b and p, where p is a prime or an integer of the form \( 2^m \). G is a point whose order is large value n.

Let, the Message be \( M \). First, encode this M into a point \( P_m \) on the elliptic curve.
Sender A and receiver B select a private key respectively $n_A < n$ and $n_B < n$. Therefore, public key respectively $P_A = n_AG$ and $P_B = n_BG$.

Ciphertext point, $C_m = \{ KG, P_m + KPB \}$

Here, $K$ is a random positive integer number.

2) DECRIPTION SCHEME

To decrypt the cipher text, receiver B multiplies the first point by private key $n_B$ and then subtracts the result from the second point.

Plaintext point $= P_m + K n_B G - n_B KG = P_m$

IV. PROPOSED PLATFORM

A. OVERVIEW OF OUR PLATFORM

Our proposed platform provides a blockchain-based solution for smart cities that keeps user’s IP transparent to her while also allowing to store her $U_R$, $U_P$, and $U_D$ into the cloud for future access. We introduce seven entities in our platform, named patient, system application, HO, doctor, insurance company, cloud, and BC.

In this, the whole system application is divided into three units: $VU$, $PU$, $EU$ which interact with patient, $HO$, doctor, insurance company, cloud, and $BC$. Initially, a new user have to share the required credentials to get registered in our system. Here, user registration process is performed by $VU$. $VU$ verifies all the provided credentials from $EC$ database and insurance company, and takes $IMG$ to authenticate the user. By checking whether it is licensed or not, another entity $HO$ will be authenticated from the government health service database. This verification process makes sure that only the authenticated $HO$ is allowed to interact with our system. $EU$ performs the encryption and decryption process for our system. $U_P$, $T_D$, and $U_R$ will be stored in an encrypted form into cloud. All the personal information of user including $IP$ are stored into $BC$. As the user’s confidential details will be kept in an encrypted form, the risk of data tampering is ignorable. $IP$ will be kept in plaintext form as it is a public data.

As shown in Figure 3, we have designed the high level view of our proposed platform and interactions with different entities. All the entities and their functions are briefly described below.

- **Patient**: Patient is the user who will use our platform to receive care from any $HO$ in the smart city. Patient shares her $IP$ with our platform to make it transparent to all after proper verification. Patient can interact with $HO$ and after that store her $U_R$ into cloud. To connect, a patient have to go through a registration process for ensuring her authenticity.

- **System Application**: System Application plays an intermediary role of our platform. Patient will interact with other entities such as $HO$, health insurance company, cloud, $BC$ through the system application. We divided the whole system application into three units: $VU$, $PU$, and $EU$. All the provided credentials of patient will be verified through $VU$ interacting with $EC$ database. User’s $IP$ is managed by $PU$ interacting with the insurance company. All the encryption and decryption mechanism of our platform are performed by $EU$. We are using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) as the cryptographic tool to ensure proper cryptographic functionality for our user.

- **EC Database**: Interacting with $EC$ Database, we verify the NID information that patient shares while registering into our platform.

- **Insurance Company**: To make the $IP$ transparent, user’s $IP$ needs to be retrieved from the insurance company only after verifying $ID$ information. A large number of trusted insurance companies lose the confidence of their patients for a few fraudulent companies. By joining our platform, insurance companies can regain user confidence.

- **Hospital Organization**: $HO$ is an entity of our platform where user visits for her treatment. $HO$ interacts with system application after the registration process is done. When a patient will visit $HO$, $U_P$ of the patient will be shared with $HO$ simply by scanning the patients’ QR code. After the treatment, $HO$ sends $T_D$, $U_P$, $U_R$ and $U_B$ to the system application.

- **Blockchain**: $BC$ is the main entity in this platform, and we are using the Ethereum network. Our platform will have one node, which will perform all the $BC$ transactions. In this platform, we are keeping two kinds of data into $BC$. First, the $U_D$ which will be stored as encrypted data after the verification by the $VU$. Second, the $P_D$ will be stored into $BC$. $PU$ verifies the $IP$ from insurance company before storing it. After every transaction, our platform will provide the transaction ID to the user which will be returned from $BC$. By using the transaction ID, patient can check her $P_D$.

- **Cloud**: In this platform, cloud acts as the off-chain storage. $U_R$, $U_P$ and $T_D$ will be kept into cloud in encrypted form for further access. Another data of user $U_B$ will also be stored on the cloud which will be shared with the insurance company in future.

1) STEPS IN OUR PLATFORM

Steps that are involved in our proposed platform from Figure 3 are given below.

- **Step 1**: User gets registered with NID, $IMG$, and $I_{ID}$ information and accesses the platform with $ID$, $PW_D$ and $H$.
- **Step 2**: $I_{ID}$ information is sent to insurance company for verification.
- **Step 3**: $IP$ is retrieved from insurance company.
- **Step 4**: $Enc(U_D)$ & $P_D$ are stored into blockchain.
- **Step 5**: $H$ is sent to system application.
- **Step 6**: QR code is sent to the $HO$ for sharing user’s information.
- **Step 7**: $HO$ sends $TKN_D$ to doctor.
### B. PLATFORM ANALYSIS

1) USER VERIFICATION AND POLICY MANAGEMENT

Figure 5 demonstrates the low-level view of user verification and insurance policy management of our platform. The user registers with the system through the VU. First, the user verification process begins with submitting the required credentials (NID number, IMG, insurance card number, insurance Policy document) to VU. VU transfers the user’s ID and IP to the PU for generating a hash from the insurance policy document. Basically, our platform handles the patient verification in two ways. Firstly, the VU checks the NID from the EC to verify the authenticity of the user. Secondly, PU sends a request for IP to the insurance company along with the user’s ID information. EC ensures the user information, and the insurance company sends the policy document. Now, PU generates another hash from the provided policy document by the insurance company. If the two hashes are found same that ensures, the insurance company did not alter the user’s IP. If a single bit of the policy document has changed then it will generate a different hash for that, which will not match with the previous generated hash (generated from the user provided IP). VU stores the IP into BC along with the encrypted UD, when the hash matches.

2) DATA TRANSACTION IN OUR PLATFORM

Figure 6 demonstrates the low-level view of how a user uses services from our platform and how user data is stored on the cloud. A patient who is a registered user of our platform, can visit HO (HO is also connected with this system) to get services. To get the services from HO, user shares her UD with HO by providing her QR code and H. By scanning the QR code, HO retrieves the data and creates a TKN for patient and transfers it to the doctor. Doctor interacts with the system application by sending the UD and TKN. The system application verifies the HO and allows the data to be stored after the encryption process. For future uses, the system application generates a QR code from the TKN data and sends it to the user. Now, a user can go to the HO for testing with the QR code. HO retrieves TKN from system application, whenever user sends the QR code of TKN. System application verifies the request and sends the data to HO in encrypted form. When the UD and TBN are ready, the HO sends the data to system application. After that, system application stores encrypted U to cloud. As the UB will be shared later with insurance company, it is stored as plaintext into cloud.

### V. PROTOCOL CONSTRUCTION

#### A. USER VERIFICATION

Algorithm-1 is essential for user verification. To use our platform, patient needs to be verified with the help of National Identification Number. If the NID and IMG which are provided by the user don’t belong to Dec then the algorithm will return verification failed. If the system operator has the Ethereum Wallet then the system operator will able to send δ to Blockchain. By using block.Number() function, the Bδ will be retrieved which will be used in next step to retrieve H. This H will be used in future when patient will login to the system.

#### B. PRESCRIPTION AND TEST DATA UPLOAD

Algorithm-2 is used for uploading data. This algorithm will be executed after fulfilling few conditions. If H and H1 are same and B1 and B2 are same then it will be allowed to upload the prescription and test list data to cloud.

There will be two data sets, one is for prescription data(γ1) and another one is for test list data(γ2). The data will be stored.
in the following way:

\[
data = \sum_{n=1}^{2} \gamma_n\tag{4}\]

Line-3 shows that \(n=2\) number of individual dataset from an individual patient simultaneously.

In the loop, data will be assigned to its corresponding dataset in line- 5 and then the data will be stored into the cloud.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Our protocols are described in this section in terms of security parameters.

**Authentication:** In our platform, we handle authentication for our user and stakeholders (HO, Insurance company). User authentication starts when she provides respective registration details (NID information, IMG, I\(_1\)) to VU. Primarily, VU transfers the I\(_1\) to PU to validate the provided information and to retrieve the IP from insurance company. After that insurance company sends the confirmation with the IP of that user. Besides, VU verifies the NID information from the EC database and matches IMG with the user’s NID image using machine learning technology which operates the highest security. By verifying the provided data, only authenticated users are permitted to use our platform.

HO, which is an another entity of our platform, must provide the information required for validation. The information provided will be sent to the government’s health services database and will check whether it is recorded by the government or not. Only the authenticated HO is allowed to interact with our platform after this verification.

**Authorization:** BC performs the patient authorization. BC generates H for each user after storing U\(_D\) and P\(_D\) to BC. When user tries to access our platform, she will have to submit the H along with ID, PW\(_D\). User is granted to access our platform if only the submitted H belongs to all generated hashes. Therefore, our proposed architecture ensures that no unregistered patients can be connected to our architecture.

**Privacy:** In this platform, VU will ensure the privacy of the user. We are using cryptographic tools to encrypt data which will provide the privacy too.

**Integrity:**

- **Access data integrity:** User who wants to access our platform, she has to authenticate herself primarily. This access request will need correct ID, PW\(_D\) and \(H\) which will be generated in the registration process and will be kept to our system. Therefore, no one can access our platform without the correct ID, PW\(_D\) and \(H\). By which our platform ensures the access data integrity.

- **User Data integrity:** User’s Enc(U\(_D\)) and P\(_D\) are stored into BC which ensure the data integrity. As the IP is stored into the BC, the IP is transparent to all. No one can alter the user’s IP as BC has the properties such as immutability, transparency etc. With the use of encryption function below, U\(_R\), U\(_P\) and T\(_D\) are stored in encrypted form into cloud.

\[
\text{Enc}(\text{Key}, \text{Data}) = \text{Enc}(U_R) \quad \text{Enc}(\text{Key}, \text{Data}) = \text{Enc}(U_P)
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Enc}(\text{Key}, \text{Data}) &= \text{Enc}(\text{T}_D) \\
\text{Enc}(\text{Key}, \text{Data}) &= \text{Enc}(\text{U}_D)
\end{align*}
\]

In case to share data, system applications retrieves data from cloud and performs decryption operation using the following function.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dec}(\text{key}, \text{Enc}(\text{U}_R)) &= \text{plaintext} \\
\text{Dec}(\text{key}, \text{Enc}(\text{U}_P)) &= \text{plaintext} \\
\text{Dec}(\text{key}, \text{Enc}(\text{T}_D)) &= \text{plaintext} \\
\text{Dec}(\text{key}, \text{Enc}(\text{U}_D)) &= \text{plaintext}
\end{align*}
\]

To breach this integrity standard, attackers must breach the protection of the underlying encryption scheme, ECC.

**Security:** Our platform provides the security by keeping the \(U_R, U_P, T_D\) into the cloud. As \(EU\) performs the encryption process and stores \(U_R, U_P, T_D\) into cloud in encrypted form, these cannot be accessed without the encryption key.

### VII. EMPIRICAL STUDY

We simulate our proposed platform in this section to assess the feasibility through graph and description.

**Experimental Setup:** To evaluate the effectiveness and performance efficiency of our protocol, we setup an environment by using the following configurations:

- Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U 2.50GHz
- 8.00GB of RAM, Windows 10 (64-bit) OS

In our evaluation, we have written the programs by using languages: Solidity, Web3.js, HTML and CSS. Software: atom, browser, Remix-Ethereum IDE to write the smart contract using solidity language to form a simulated Ethereum network locally. Wi-Fi connection is required in the setup.

#### A. Gas CONSUMED FOR TRANSACTION

Gas refers to the amount of computational effort required to perform such operations in ethereum blockchain network. Here, we have measured the Gas consumed to execute transactions of varying input sizes. Figure 7 shows an overview of the Gas used for each transaction occurs in our system. The time has been measured in milliseconds while the input size has been measured in kilobytes (KB). From the resultant graph, we notice a linear pattern from 2kb to 13kb input data. As a result, with the increase size of input data, Gas increases.

#### B. LATENCY TIME OF OUR PLATFORM

In terms of time, latency is the difference between the time it takes to deploy a transaction and the time it takes to complete it. To determine the performance of our proposed system, we have evaluated the latency (speed) in our empirical study. Here, we have considered the latency to be the total time taken for making a transaction successful. Figure 8 shows the results of the latency observations of our proposed system. The time has been measured in milliseconds while the input size has been taken in kilobytes (KB). We have noticed that the time increases with the input data from 2kb to 11kb but suddenly decreases for input 13kb. For 11kb input data, it has taken the highest time due to inconsistencies in the testing environment.

#### C. INPUT GENERATION VS OUTPUT RETRIEVAL TIME OF SYSTEM

In Figure 9, we perform a comparative evaluation of the time taken by the system to encrypt and decrypt user data. The size of the data can vary for different users. The input size has been measured in kilobytes (KB) while the time has been measured in milliseconds. From the resultant graph, we have noticed both curves showed a similar pattern. The time required to generate input data and to retrieve output data of size 2kb to 7kb have increased similarly. Suddenly, both curves have been found to be low for 9kb data. The highest time taken to generate input data has been found almost 1930ms where it
VIII. COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR ARCHITECTURE AND THE RELATED WORKS

This section shows the results in all seven properties/metrics of the architecture. We marked it with ‘Y’ if a particular architecture holds the property, if not marked with ‘N’. At this point, we compare our architecture with other existing architectures in table 2. With the careful comparison of the proposed systems and in account of the important seven properties/metrics of blockchain-based transparent healthcare systems, it can be concluded that our proposed architecture has more advantages than the other systems in this table.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a transparent and privacy-preserving healthcare platform for smart cities. Every year citizens of smart cities pay a considerable amount of fee to insurance companies against specific insurance policies for their health safety. The proposed platform ensures the transparency of insurance policy to the patients by preserving the insurance policies into the blockchain. We presented seven entities: patient, system application, EC database, insurance company, hospital organization, blockchain, and cloud for our proposed platform. Patients can share their test lists to claim for coverage to insurance companies through our platform. Patients can also preserve healthcare data (i.e., diagnostic report, prescription, user bill and test list) securely in the cloud, and their identity information in the blockchain. We also presented algorithms along with their implementation and details. Finally, the implementation and evaluation indicate the practicability and effectiveness of our proposed platform.

In future, we plan to perform data aggregation on the stored user prescription. This is very useful this time as from the result of data aggregation, any prediction can be given regarding the health condition of a population. During this COVID-19 situation, it can put a value to give any prediction about the affected area.
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